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Abstract—The abundant deposits of unstructured and scarcely1

labeled data over social networks make text classification vital2

for structuring and extracting useful information. In addition, ig-3

noring dialectal variations significantly hinders the performance4

of international English (especially American and British) text5

classification across numerous data domains. To address this6

multifaceted challenge, a comprehensive and adaptable frame-7

work termed Dialectic Feature-based Fuzzy Graph Learning8

(DFFGL) is introduced that learns feature vectors by inculcating9

semantics and dialect variations from the inputted text. DFFGL10

then proficiently extracts uniquely modified terms frequency-11

inverse document frequency, parts-of-speech-Tagged N − grams,12

with dialect-specific dictionary features in the fuzzy feature space13

to realize a novel language model. Later, these fuzzified features14

are affined by a novel fuzzy distance measure to construct an15

interpretable fuzzy graph that is then optimized using a novel16

elastic net regularizer for characterizing nodal relations, promis-17

ing efficient classification through effective label propagation.18

Exhaustive F1−score evaluations on 6 English corpora and19

17 diverse datasets reveal DFFGL’s superiority in consistently20

registering over 93% and 80% in dialect identification and text21

classification even with just 10 labeled samples. Furthermore,22

DFFGL offers remarkable F1−score improvements of 10.2%23

and 17.3% over its peers in respective tasks, highlighting its24

extension to real-world data classification.25

Index Terms—American and British English (ABE), Dialectic26

Feature-based Fuzzy Graph Learning (DFFGL), Dialect Identifi-27

cation (DI), Fuzzy Graph (FG), Label Propagation (LP), Modified28

Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (MTFIDF)29

I. INTRODUCTION30

D IGITIZATION and growth of social networks have led31

to the exponential accumulation of unstructured text data32

capturing diverse and complex societal interactions. However,33

managing and mining this intricate information, spanning34

news reporting, opinion analysis, and medical communications35

poses significant challenges. These broadened challenges were36

effectively tackled upon the emergence of Text Classifica-37

tion (TC) by unlocking valuable insights from the input38

text and permitting efficient organization through clustering39

and annotation [1], [2], making it extremely essential in40

sentiment analytics [3], spam filtering [4], and classifying41

news [5]. Despite its remarkable achievements, TC extension42

to applications such as language or dialect analysis, topic43

detection, and authors’ identity detection remains unexplored.44

These applications require the exploration of text context that45

varies demographically based on the words/phrases/sentences46

[6], [7]. The advent of Graph-based semi-supervised learning47

(GSSL) in TC has promised researchers [8]–[11] by cleverly48
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classifying the text samples using just a few labeled examples 1

thereby strengthening its extension to such domains. GSSL 2

treats the Feature Vectors (FV) of text documents as nodes 3

in a graph, interconnected by edges that reflect their semantic 4

similarity. GSSLs’ remarkable performance is hindered when 5

handling large datasets [9], [12], [13] with limited label 6

information [14], and the choice of distance measures [15]. 7

Also, the characterization of nodes and edges in graphs 8

built from the text is highly essential for affinity learning 9

and representational sparsity [2], [16]. Accordingly, this work 10

employs the textual FVs extracted from the text documents 11

to represent nodes with their semantic affinity represented as 12

edges. To achieve this, firstly the documents are converted to 13

FVs by transforming the textual features using the vector space 14

model (VSM) [17]. VSM’s transformation failed whenever 15

it encountered text containing longer sentences with ignored 16

contextual information. Alternately, the term weighting con- 17

cept [16] merged normalized term frequency (TF) with inverse 18

document frequency (IDF) using cosine constraint [18] to 19

ensure the term weights ranged between [0 1] for vectoriza- 20

tion, thereby, overcoming the text length issue. However, the 21

method’s performance deescalated when dealing with poly- 22

semous words insisting on contextual analysis [19]. Another 23

TF variant [20] propagated relevant class labels blended with 24

TF weights that improved the classification accuracy, while 25

the supervised vectorization led to biased outcomes with 26

increased complexity. The aforementioned discussions signify 27

the weakness of the prevailing word representation in terms 28

of contextual and demographic variations [6], [7], rather than 29

concentrating more on the TF. 30

Lately, the black box deep learning models have been 31

actively engaged in several TC tasks [21]. Rather, its fairness 32

or transparency in decision-making is a major reason for 33

concern when extending to real-world situations. Also, their 34

poor judgments and lackluster explanations in predictions, 35

make them unreliable [21]. Alternately, the inherent flexibility 36

and interpretability of fuzzy rule-based systems with precise 37

understandability make them a suitable choice in applications 38

such as knowledge extraction and decision support from expert 39

knowledge or data [22]. However, a fuzzy system modeled 40

utilizing expert knowledge limits its performance, as they force 41

membership functions in each rule to be in a common set 42

whereas the data-based models address these shortcomings 43

by compromising on their interpretability [23], [24]. Hence, 44

underlying the demand for a model to strike a balance between 45

accuracy and interpretability [25]. This issue is addressed by 46

replacing fuzzy linguistics with fuzzy variables operating using 47

minimal rule sets which are equivalent to FGs [26], [27]. Like- 48

wise, this intention replaces the crisp graph (CG) in GSSLs 49
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with fuzzy graph (FG) to ensure interpretability, flexibility, and1

adaptability [28] by enforcing dialectic variations in improving2

TC.3

However, the extant TC models overlook dialectical vari-4

ations while classifying international English text especially5

American English (AE) and British English (BE) [29]. Con-6

versely, dialects play a crucial role in ensuring clarity, partic-7

ularly in critical domains like news reporting, medical com-8

munication, and social media transactions. Nuances between9

BE and AE often lead to misinterpretations, with potentially10

severe consequences. For instance, in healthcare, precise un-11

derstanding is vital for patient safety. Studies have shown how12

dialect variations on social media platforms like Twitter during13

the COVID-19 pandemic caused confusion in public health14

messages [29]. Also, the frequently used terms in a particular15

region reflect the characteristics of that location [6], [7], [29],16

[30]. This highlights the critical need for dialect awareness17

to achieve linguistic clarity, especially during human-human18

interactions (HHI) and human-computer interactions (HCI).19

Hence, identifying dialect-specific vocabulary within a text20

offers a valuable tool for both dialect determination and21

enhanced TC. Explicitly capturing these dialectal variations22

accounts for the richer contextual meaning of terms, thus23

improving classification efficiency. This, however, remains24

an unexplored avenue in current TC approaches. However,25

to highlight the importance of the contributions, herein a26

summary of the traditional and trending literature on text27

vectorization along with the recent GSSL schemes is ordered28

chronologically in Section I-A.29

A. Related Work30

One of the primal vectorization techniques introduced in TC31

is the simple binary weighting scheme that binarized word32

occurrences as 1s and 0s based on their presence and absence33

respectively in a given document. The binarization highly34

oscillates word connectivity by neglecting the TF which is35

unreasonable. Instead, TF assigns large weights to common36

terms that weaken the text discrimination thereby declining its37

performance [1], [2]. To compensate [18] combined TF with38

IDF coined TFIDF performed unsupervised term weighting39

and is widely popular due to its prioritized term weighting40

concept based on their frequency of occurrence. Later [31]41

replaced the unsupervised weighting with the supervised, la-42

beled improved inverse gravity moment (IGM) that decreased43

the discerning potency of words/phrases in texts with perfor-44

mance and increased computational complexity. These text45

vectorization schemes concentrate on IDF modification [31]46

rather than altering TF which guarantees improved model47

efficiency. Likewise, the square root of TF (sqrtTF) [1] blended48

with IDF outperformed the IGM. Similarly, the sqrtTF in49

[1] coupled with the distinguishing feature selector (DFS) in50

[2] retained both the modified TF and IDF terms aiding text51

vectorization. The above discussions outline the demand for52

designing equally prioritized weighting schemes for the TF53

and IDF terms insisting on deep exploration.54

The other dimension of concern in TC is Label Propa-55

gation (LP), which is generally accomplished using Graph-56

based representations, for describing various entities and their57

relationships quantified by affinity [32]. The GSSL-based LP 1

[33] performed dimensionality reduction by two-stage iterative 2

minimization, based on the availability of FV class informa- 3

tion, and its accuracy was dependent on the labeled samples’ 4

strength. Likewise, [34], determined the edges by unifying 5

the pair-wise distances with the estimated density and was 6

regularization sensitive. Alternatively, the non-negative sparse 7

graph (NNSG) [35], formulated the margin-based discriminant 8

embedding model using Euclidean distance registered declined 9

performance with added complexity. Likewise, Positive and 10

Unlabeled Learning (PUL) [36] categorically binarized the 11

labeled and unlabeled documents while its accuracy deterio- 12

rated in comparison with one-class learning models such as k- 13

Nearest Neighbor density (KNND), k-means, and Dense Auto 14

Encoder (DAE). 15

Moreover, the recent TC frameworks [37]–[43], utilize 16

count vectorizer, TFIDF, Word-to-Vector (Word2Vec), Global 17

Vector (GloVe), and Bidirectional Encoder Representations 18

from Transformers (BERT) or their combination for represent- 19

ing text numerically. Particularly, the count-based and TFIDF 20

vectorizers [37]–[39] majorly miss syntactic cues and relation- 21

ships, neglecting context and nuances. Likewise, Word2Vec, 22

GloVe, and BERT feature-based classifiers [40]–[43] lack 23

interpretability, hindering bias detection and understanding 24

predictions. Specifically, Word2Vec and GloVe’s static word 25

embeddings fail to capture dynamic contextual information. 26

Similarly, the traditional models (SVM, MNB, LR, KNN, 27

and LR) [37], [43], struggle with scaling and complexity, 28

while deep learning models (ANN/CNN) [38], [40]–[42] lack 29

interpretability. Also, Graph-based semi-supervised learning 30

(GSSL) [38] relies heavily on available labels and dataset size, 31

impacting performance. 32

The above discussions insist on the need for 1) an efficient 33

text vectorizer or a language model capable of distinguishing 34

and resonating ABE dialects, 2) an interpretable and flex- 35

ible graph learning model, and 3) an effective regularizer 36

warranting a better trade-off between computational cost and 37

performance. Accordingly, to achieve the core intention of TC 38

of International English reposited across several social and 39

media platforms (news, Twitter, medical, and opinions, etc.,), 40

and to address the shortcomings of the erstwhile classification 41

frameworks, the ensuing research objectives (RO) are formu- 42

lated: 43

• RO1: Develop a domain-independent vectorizer offering 44

enriched textual representations by capturing deeper se- 45

mantic information and nuanced features, while mitigat- 46

ing data sparsity. 47

• RO2: Word prioritization for the distinction of Interna- 48

tional English dialects (AE & BE) supplementing dialect 49

recognition. 50

• RO3: Build unique language models to induce dialectical 51

variations into the FV 52

• RO4: Construction of an inherently dynamic and inter- 53

pretable graph, with convex optimization and regulariza- 54

tion. 55

• RO5: Creation of an interpretable (transparent) frame- 56

work to classify massive volumes of text efficiently with 57

fewer computations. 58
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To address the ROs listed above, the manuscript presents the1

following contributions aimed at efficient TC across domains.2

1) RO1 and RO2 are met by implementing three distinct3

vectorizers:4

• Parts-of-Speech (PoS)-tagged N − grams for enrich-5

ing the semantic vector information.6

• Prioritizing the least significant terms by tweaking7

conventional TFIDF, to uncover hidden text aspects8

contributing to specific classes.9

• Construction of individual AE and BE word dictio-10

naries, supplementing Dialect Identification (DI).11

2) RO3 is addressed by developing two different language12

models dedicated to DI and TC, by coalescing Modified13

Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (MTFIDF)14

and Hybrid N − grams with dialect-specific dictionary15

features for comprehensive text representation.16

3) To fulfill RO4 and RO5 the FG-based LP is performed17

using a leveraged Fuzzy Distance Measure (FDM) with18

optimal similarity learning via elastic net regularizer.19

The above contributions guarantee higher efficiencies with20

interpretability as relatively witnessed in Sections IV-C and21

V-C respectively. The remainder of the paper is structured22

as follows: Section II introduces the engaged fuzzy concepts23

in the context of TC along with its notations. Dialectic24

Feature-based Fuzzy Graph Learning (DFFGL) formulation25

is decomposed under the following sub-headers: class-wise26

feature extraction, dialect labeling, the building of a novel27

FDM, and graph structuring employing a unique cost function28

in Section III. Section IV relatively validates the DI and TC on29

different national corpora with the traditional and contempo-30

rary predecessors. Section V establishes the model’s simplicity31

and understandability examined in terms of computational32

complexity and interpretability, and Section VI culminates33

with the work’s efficiency and uniqueness.34

II. PRELIMINARIES35

The fundamental concepts of fuzzy logic and FGs engaged36

for the formulation of DFFGL are introduced below.37

A. Notations38

The adopted representations with notations are summarized39

in Table I.40

B. Fuzzy Theory41

Fuzzy set theory mathematically fuzzifies everyday linguistics42

by mapping each element from the universal set U to [0 1].43

Accordingly, an element of fuzzy set F , corresponding to the44

element u of U is represented as an ordered pair as in (1)45

F = {(u, µF (u)) |u ∈ U} (1)

where µF (u) ∈ F is the degree of membership for the crisp46

element u ∈ U and according to fuzzy set theory, for all47

u ∈ R, µF (u) ∈ [0 1] holds. Also, F is said to be a convex48

fuzzy set, if it satisfies the condition in (2) for all α ∈ [0 1].49

F (αu+ (1− α) v) ≥ min {µF (u) , µF (v)} (2)

TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

Symbol Description
ω Word

α0, α1 Weights involved in Language Model
β0, β1, ... Weights in defining the term frequency

η Entropy of text document
d Text document
T Threshold to segregate the terms
X Dataset
n Total number of FVs (Documents) in a Dataset (Corpus)
dXij Fuzzy Distance measure obtained from X

xi, xj ith and jth FVs in the in the dataset X
∥xi − xj∥2 Euclidean distance between xi and xj
µX (xi) Fuzzified version of ith FV in X
σx Standard deviation of an FV

xl, xul Number of labeled and unlabeled FVs in the dataset
G Fuzzy Graph
V Vertex Set
υ, ε Membership values of vertices and edges respectively
SX
ij Similarity Matrix

λ1, λ2 elastic net regularization coefficients
γ, ψ Lagrangian Multipliers
k Nearest neighbors

Similarly, the relation R between the two fuzzy sets F and 1

G is the cartesian product R → F ×G defined in (3) 2

µR (u, v) = µF×G (u, v) = min (µF (u) , µG (v)) (3)

The affinity between two fuzzy sets is given by their fuzzy 3

relation R, which is a crucial quality for LP and FG building. 4

FG of Zadeh [44], is generalized here to construct an 5

interpretable FG (IFG) with fuzzy FVs having membership 6

values µχ (xi) representing nodes bounded in [0 1] [28]. 7

Also, if the probability of occurrence of two nodes is similar 8

or their degrees of memberships (µχ (xi)) are closer, then 9

an edge is formed. Further, the non-empty vertex set V 10

with membership values {υ : V|0 ≤ υ ≤ 1} and their relation 11

{µ → V × V|0 ≤ V ≤ 1}, representing edges form an FG 12

triplet G = (V, υ, ε) and should satisfy the condition given 13

in (4). 14

ε (a, b) ≤ min {υ (a) , υ (b)} | ∀ (a, b) ∈ V; 0 ≤ υ, ε ≤ 1 (4)

Moreover, DFFGL learns similarity and labels k nearest 15

neighbors which is equivalent to the number of FV in a class, 16

constrained as k ≪ n offers improved interpretability. Upon 17

constructing FG from the developed FDM (dXij ), the optimal 18

similarity matrix (SX
ij ) is built using the modeled objective 19

function. (An instance of FG Construction for a snippet of 20

dataset is presented in Supplementary Material) 21

III. METHODOLOGY 22

Prevailing GSSL schemes neglect interpretability which is an 23

extremely essential quality in LP determining the model’s 24

efficiency. Instead, these models propagate labels by relating 25

edges based on non-probabilistic distances. To overcome these 26

shortcomings, a unique FG model illustrated in Fig. 1 is 27

introduced. 28

The DFFGL processing modules in Fig. 1 mainly focus on 29

two things 1) Determining the dialect of text documents and 30
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of DFFGL Framework Assisting TC

2) LP to the text corpus with the limited labels. To achieve1

this, the text corpus undergoes the following preprocessing2

steps for handling noise and redundancy with simultaneous3

preservation of relevant information for DI and TC.4

Text Cleansing & Tokenization:5

• Case folding (e.g. Ab� ab) to eliminate case sensitivity,6

and simplify dictionary matching.7

• Elimination of punctuations, common stop or short words8

(less than 3 characters), and long words (exceeding 159

characters) as they do not contribute significantly to the10

semantic content and often represent noise, typos, or11

irrelevant terms.12

• Sentence-level tokenization based on ”.” delimiter to13

decompose text into smaller units for further processing14

followed by PoS-tagging.15

DI & Dialectic Feature Extraction: To capture semanti-16

cally rich contextual information, DFFGL adopts two distinct17

vectorizers generating unique and distinct FVs that are sub-18

sequently fused using the introduced language model (L1).19

The resultant along with the pre-constructed AE and BE word20

dictionaries are inputted for DI followed by the fusion of21

L1 and respective dictionary features using L2 to produce22

dialectic FVs that are dialect-specific.23

FG Construction & LP: To induce interpretability in the24

dialectic FVs, the Adaptive Bezier Curve-based Membership25

Function (ABCMF) [22] is adopted for fuzzification. The26

resulting fuzzy FVs, serve as nodes of the constructed FG with27

the edges representing the semantic similarity between them,28

quantified by a customized similarity function. The formulated29

FG is then optimized using an elastic-net regularizer followed30

by LP for TC. 1

A. Feature Extraction 2

The introduced DFFGL initiates feature extraction for deter- 3

mining the text dialect and assists in LP. Especially for DI, 4

the FVs need to capture various linguistic characteristics for 5

contextual vector representations benefiting downstream tasks. 6

Therefore, an ABE word dictionary is realized from the text 7

phrases, and vocabulary deciding the language variant [45] 8

in the extracted features [29]. Accordingly, DFFGL adopts 9

a simple feature extraction scheme distinguishing ABE di- 10

alects by blending the features from three different modules 11

namely MTFIDF for maintaining the text structure, PoS- 12

tagged N − grams (word sequences) for syntactic analysis, 13

and finally dictionary-based features for capturing semantic 14

variations. Detailed discussions of these processing modules 15

are dealt with under the relevant headers. 16

1) MTFIDF: Computer-aided TC requires an algebraic 17

model to represent the documents as a vector as inferred 18

from the recent vectorization versions reviewed in Section I-A. 19

Particularly, the TFIDF gained wider research interest in a 20

shorter time due to its simplicity and effectiveness in priori- 21

tizing common words. However, the omission of syntactic cues 22

and relationships insisted on its modification thereby, seeking 23

suitable alternatives. Accordingly, the DFFGL adopts a simple 24

yet efficient weighting scheme presented in (5). 25

MTF = β0 + β1LF1 + β2LF2 + β3HF (5)

The chosen model assigns lower, and higher weights to 26

the frequently and scarcely occurring words. The process for 27

bifurcation of terms for term weighting and threshold selection 28

are presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b respectively.

Term 
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Fig. 2. Term Weighting Procedure

29

The introduced model bifurcates all the words (ω) in the 30

text into 3 groups across two stages as presented in Fig. 31

2a. In the first stage, the terms or words are split into High 32

Frequency (HF) and Low Frequency (LF) terms based on their 33

probability distribution (p (ω)) using a threshold T . Threshold 34

selection for segregation in first stage is based on the term 35

probability transformed into histograms that is normalized by 36

the total number of words present in the document producing 37

its envelope as shown in Fig. 2b. This distribution curve 38

resembles a decaying step function, from which the threshold 39

T intercepting the x-axis is selected after two steps of decay as 40

highlighted in red color. The choice of thresholding is owed to 41

the fact that the scarce terms exhibit lesser probabilities when 42

compared with frequent terms that occur before the second 43
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decaying step. Hence, this position is chosen as T in all the1

text corpora utilized for framework validation to separate the2

LF and HF terms calculated using (6) and (7).3

HF = p (ω) ≤ T (6)
4

LF = p (ω) > T (7)

Subsequently, in the second stage, the LF terms are further5

split into LF1 and LF2 based on their entropy (η) represented6

as η (LF ), and are determined using (8) and (9).7

LF1 = η (LF ) ≥ max (η)−mean (η) (8)
8

LF2 = η (LF ) < max (η)−mean (η) (9)

Finally, LF1, LF2, and HF terms are weighted with9

β1, β2, and β3 respectively constrained as β1 > β2 > β310

prioritizing less frequent high entropy LF1 terms. The less11

frequent terms with the highest entropy attained from the12

above process help in discerning the features, thereby elevating13

them that are more specific to a particular class or dialect14

guaranteeing improved classification performance. To achieve15

this the regression coefficients β0, β1, β2, β3 are adopted16

from the Blackman-Harris window [46], as shown in (10).17

W (n) = 0.35875− 0.48829 cos
(
2πn
N

)
+

0.14128 cos
(
4πn
N

)
− 0.01168 cos

(
6πn
N

) (10)

where the fundamental frequency is packed with the highest18

magnitude in comparison with the harmonics followed by19

their assignment to the high entropy less frequent terms. The20

choice of the Blackman-Harris window for term weighting21

is attributed mainly to the suppression of the sidelobe level22

to a large extent with simultaneous maximization of the roll-23

off factor [46]. Fitting this arrangement enhances the TF24

weighting scheme by adapting to their frequency distribution.25

The capturing of significant terms using the adopted window26

sensitizes term distribution, adaptability, and non-linearity.27

This process mitigates information loss and enhances the rep-28

resentation of term importance in documents. Accordingly, the29

window coefficients in (10) replace the regression constants in30

(5) with the TF modified as in (11).31

MTF = 0.35875 + 0.48829LF1 + 0.14128LF2+
0.01168HF

(11)

Also, to address the shortcomings of the TF [47], the in-32

verse document frequency (IDF) is evaluated using document33

frequency DF (ω), that furnishes the information about the34

occurrence of a word ω in all the documents as in (12).35

IDF (ω) = log

(
n

DF (ω)

)
(12)

n - total number of documents in the corpus. Finally, the FV36

corresponding to ω in document d is the product of TF and37

IDF as given in (13).38

FV (d) = MTF (ωi, d)× IDF (ωi) (13)

The formalized MTFIDF represents the structural and syn-39

tactic text information of the given document. However, to40

account for the semantic information the relevant feature41

extraction modules are dealt with below.42

2) Hybrid N − grams: The semantic information provides 1

a better understanding of the word’s context in a sentence, 2

hence, it is essential to infuse the same in FV in addition 3

to the structural and syntactic text information. Accordingly, 4

the conventional N − grams are tagged with PoS to embed 5

the semantic information in FVs by determining the word 6

relations grammatically. Herein, the value of N remains 7

vital in determining the classification accuracy, as the two- 8

word phrases (bigrams) and single words (unigrams) do not 9

contribute much to identifying the idiosyncratic differences, 10

and PoS in a sentence. Hence, the value of N is chosen greater 11

than 2 (3 to 6). These N − grams are further strengthened by 12

hybridizing the conventional word sequences with respective 13

PoS tags pi in the word context for an hybrid N − grams 14

(Nh − grams) in (14). 15

Nh − gram = w1w2w3p1p2p3 (14)

Finally, Nh−grams are vectorized using MTFIDF to obtain 16

the FV. For a text instance of the BNC corpus are shown in 17

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Trigram Features of a text from BNC corpus

18

From the word cloud shown in Fig. 3, it is clear that 19

the most frequent trigram combination is given the highest 20

priority which is distinguished based on their font size based 21

on the probability of occurrences. The N − grams solely is 22

insufficient to characterize text, therefore, the phrases created 23

using Nh−grams are furthered for determining the dictionary- 24

based features by finding their semantic relations and remain 25

highly essential in TC for identifying the text origin [48]. 26

3) Word Dictionary Features (WD): Languages or dialects 27

are well distinguished with vocabulary and phrases present 28

in the text, so, herein a third set of features organized in 29

a dictionary are extracted to get semantic relations between 30

the words. The fabricated word dictionary comprises vocab- 31

ulary and idioms collected from the English Oxford Living 32

Dictionaries [49] and Wikipedia [6] separately for AE & 33

BE. Later, binarized N − grams are obtained based on the 34

words/phrases identified in a text matching with the dictionary 35

as in (15). (The word dictionary Feature Extraction process 36

is detailed with an example in Supplementary Materials) 37

WAE =

{
1, if N − gram ∈ AE
0. elsewhere

WBE =

{
1, if N − gram ∈ BE
0. elsewhere

(15)

The resultant is then multiplied with the MTFIDF of the 38

text, to determine the final dictionary features. Upon assem- 39
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bling the extracted diverse features in the form of FVs, the1

same is subjected to DI discussed in the below section.2

B. Dialect Identification3

After the formulation of three unique and distinct individual4

features (detailed in Sections III-A1, III-A2, and III-A3 re-5

spectively), the dialect of the inputted text is determined as6

showcased in Fig. 1.7

Herein, the individual MTFIDF and Nh − grams features8

are merged using the language model defined in (16).9

L1 = α0 (MTFIDF ) + α1 (Nh − grams) (16)

α0, α1− equally weighted linear regression coefficients ac-10

commodating both contextual and structural features. Finally,11

the features attained from L1 model are compared with the12

American and British dictionary-based features (WDAE and13

WDBE) utilizing a similarity function modeled in (17) and14

(18)15

Dx = cos

(
π

2

{
1

m

m∑
k=1

∥L1 (i)−WDAE (i)∥2
})

(17)

16

Dy = cos

(
π

2

{
1

m

m∑
k=1

∥L1 (i)−WDBE (i)∥2
})

(18)

Dx and Dy - Dialect Correlation between L1 with WDAE17

and WDBE respectively. Equations (17) and (18) represent18

modified version of cosine similarity derived utilizing the19

Euclidean distance between the features from (16) to WDAE20

and WDBE

(∥∥L1 (i)−WDAE/BE (i)
∥∥2). The magnitude21

of WAE and WBE determines the closeness of the input text22

to a particular dialect as given in (19).23

Dialect =

{
AE; if Dx > Dy

BE; else
(19)

C. Text Classification24

The assembled array of features representing the text extracted25

from the diverse modules needs to be efficiently classified.26

Accordingly, this work models an IFG framework for effective27

TC and LP to assign fewer known labels to the entire text28

corpus as shown in Fig. 4.

Unlabeled 
Documents

Feature Extraction
Fuzzy Distance 

Matrix

Similarity Matrix 
Construction

Label Propagation

Label Propagated Text Corpus 

Graph Structuring

1 2

3 4

Labeled 
Documents

Input Dataset

Fig. 4. IFG Framework for Label Propagation

29

At the onset, the composed features from the language 1

model L1 are merged with the dictionary-based features as 2

in (20). 3

L2 = α0 (L1) + α1 (WD) (20)

α0, α1 → regression coefficients with values same as L1 4

model. The formulated FVs (termed dialectic features in 5

DFFGL) are fuzzified utilizing the adaptive Bezier curve- 6

based membership function [22] characterized using the en- 7

velope of the data distribution curve rendering closed ap- 8

proximation. Later, the attained fuzzy FV set µX (x) with 9

X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xl, xl+1, ..., xn}, constitutes a dataset for 10

the whole corpus. Herein, the first l FVs are labeled from the 11

set Y = {1, 2, 3, ..., c}, while the remaining unlabeled ul data 12

points in X meet the constraint l ≪ ul and are stated in (21) 13

and (22). 14

Xl = {(x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , (x3, y3) , ..., (xl, yl)} (21)
15

Xul = {xl+1, xl+2, ..., xul} (22)

With X = {Xl,Xul}, the labels are propagated using GSSL 16

from l labeled to ul unlabeled fuzzy FVs using a novel cosine 17

similarity-based FDM as elaborated in Section III-C1. 18

1) Cosine Similarity-based Fuzzy Distance Matrix: GSSLs 19

are bestowed with unique and inherent properties like simplic- 20

ity, and scalability. Despite these qualities, its performance 21

mainly depends on the choice of the constructed distance 22

matrix ensuring local connectivity or affinity between FVs 23

in X [28]. Also, TC and DI demand the recognition of 24

subtle linguistic variations in the text documents for effectively 25

distinguishing the closely related dialects or terms with differ- 26

ent contexts. Accordingly, the well-known Euclidean metric 27

is adopted by the majority of the schemes available in the 28

literature. Generally, Euclidean quantifies the FVs’ magnitude 29

deviations and perhaps fails to establish their relationships, 30

while in the text context [50], [51] their magnitude signifies 31

the document length. This dimensional loss is resolved using 32

the cosine similarity in this approach wherein the angle 33

between the vectors represents their affinity. Traditional cosine 34

similarity measure emphasizes the relative direction of FVs, 35

neglecting their magnitudes, and is sensitive to document 36

length which is observed in traditional TFIDF metrics [52]. 37

This impacts TC efficiency as different features have varying 38

importance for categorizing FVs. A partial mitigation of 39

this issue is achieved by modifying the TF, particularly by 40

assigning higher importance to less frequent terms based on 41

their entropy. 42

To address these issues, the DFFGL insists on assigning 43

more weightage to the dialect-specific terms for capturing 44

nuanced linguistic variations in the text. Hence, magnitude 45

differences are incorporated in the cosine similarity measure 46

through a squared distance term. This interplay between an- 47

gular similarity (Cosine Function) and magnitude (Squared 48

difference as in Euclidean distance) significantly augments the 49

discriminatory capacity and addresses the disparities in docu- 50

ment lengths that are commonly encountered in TC. This ef- 51

fective seizure of the direction and magnitude of FVs assisted 52

in the efficient distinction of closely related dialects and text 53

categories where semantic relationships and syntactic patterns 54
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are paramount. The squared distance measure is scaled with π
21

to normalize its range to [0 1] enabling a clear interpretation of2

the similarity between dialect-specific features extracted from3

the L1 model and the dialect dictionaries (WAE andWBE).4

This normalization of similarity scores between 0 and 1 by5

FDM enables consistent interpretation across diverse datasets6

and feature spaces, ensuring domain independence of DFFGL,7

and facilitating meaningful comparisons which is essential for8

accurate classification. Also, FDM’s hybridization of merging9

squared feature differences with cosine similarity ensures10

robustness against feature variability, making FDM a valu-11

able asset for various tasks involving fine-grained language12

understanding. Accordingly, the fine deviations in the fuzzified13

FVs’ are capitulated using the new FDM tuned by the cosine14

distance measure presented in (23).15

dXij = 1− cos

(
π
2

{
1
m

m∑
k=1

∥xi (k)− xj (k)∥2
})

;

for i, j = 1, 2, ..., n
(23)

The similarity values obtained using (23) are constrained16

as 0 ≤ SX
ij ≤ 1 satisfying the fuzzy theory, whereas cosine17

similarity elongates the range to −1 ≤ SX
ij ≤ 1, making18

it sensitive to outliers. Nonetheless, FDM’s sensitivity in19

acquiring subtle word variations warrants effective distinction20

of closely related dialects and is crucial for specific NLP tasks21

such as syntactic parsing or grammar checking. The ablation22

studies presented in Section IV-C quantitatively support these23

advantages in warranting consistent and interpretable predic-24

tions. Additionally, the validity of the introduced FDM is25

assessed using Propositions 1-5 furnished below (with their26

proofs in Appendix - A).27

Proposition 1. Let xi, xj are any two FVs in the dataset28

X , then the constructed FDM dXij (xi, xj) , for i, j =29

1, 2, 3, ..., n, should satisfy the condition in 2430

0 ≤ dXij (xi, xj) ≤ 1 ∀ 0 ≤ xi, xj ≤ 1 (24)

Proposition 2. The constructed FDM satisfies the condition of31

separability as in (25) for any fuzzy FVs xi, xj in the dataset32

X .33

dXij (xi, xj) = 0, if and only if xi = xj (25)

Proposition 3. For the fuzzy FVs xi, xj from the dataset X ,34

the obtained distance measure must meet the condition given35

in (26)36

dXij (xi, xj) = dXij (xj , xi) (26)

Proposition 4. If xk is a fuzzy FV in and X , and xi ⊆ xj ⊆ xk37

then then the FDM must satisfy the condition given in (27).38

dXij (xi, xk) ≥ dXij (xi, xj) & dXij (xi, xk) ≥ dXij (xj , xk) (27)

Proposition 5. For any FVs xi, xj , xk in the dataset X , then39

dXij (xi, xj) ≤ max
{
dXij (xj , xk) , d

X
ij (xi, xk)

}
.40

These propositions assist in generalizing the geodesic dis-41

tance for fuzzy sets which is vital in formulating GSSL and42

supports identifying the shortest path between the nodes in43

the IFG. When dealing with unclear and ambiguous data44

prevailing in many real-world events, IFGs are quite beneficial,45

whereas their crisp counterparts offer poor support [53].46

2) Similarity Learning: For similarity learning it is manda- 1

tory that two fuzzy FVs xi, xj in the dataset X are highly 2

correlated if their dXij is less and vice versa [54]. This condition 3

is extended to the SX
ij with the additional fulfillment of 4

positivity, separability, symmetry, and triangular inequality 5

properties presented in Propositions (1-5). Initially, SX
ij is 6

constructed by fuzzy complementing dXij as shown in (28) 7

SX
ij = cos

(
π
2

{
1
m

m∑
k=1

∥xi (k)− xj (k)∥2
})

;

for i, j = 1, 2, ..., n
(28)

Also, the diagonal elements are zeroed to prevent the self- 8

loops in IFG (SX
ii = 0) . IFG generalization requires the meet- 9

ing of two constraints that are essential for optimization. 1) 10

SX
ij is constrained in the range [0 1], denoting its equivalence 11

to probabilistic bound and 2) the row-wise sum of SX
ij must 12

be equal to 1, which is met by deploying a SoftMax tuned 13

optimization. This arrangement additionally ensures higher 14

interclass deviations and simultaneously groups the intraclass 15

FVs in the dataset X [55]. 16

Upon formulating IFG using the developed dXij the SX
ij is 17

constructed by tuning the objective function (29) constrained 18

by elastic net regularization that helps in grouping the corre- 19

lated FVs [56]. 20

J
(
SX
ij , λ1, λ2

)
= min

Si

n∑
i,j=1

SX
ij d

X
ij + λ1

n∑
j=1

∥∥SX
ij

∥∥2
2

+λ2

n∑
i,j=1

∣∣SX
ij

∣∣
1

|σxi
−σxj |

σxi
σxj

s.t. ∀i, Si ∈ [0 1] ; Sii = 0; &
n∑

j=1

eSj

n∑
i,j=1

eSij
= 1

(29)

The regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 are related as 21

λ2 = (1 − λ1) thereby, becoming convex. The first term 22

in (29)captures the FV similarity whilst, the second term 23

evades trivial overfitting solutions and provides better disparity 24

between interclass FVs [33]. The third term promises higher 25

interclass FVs deviations [57], [58]. Later (29) is minimized 26

with respect to Si producing (30) 27

dJ
(
SX
ij , λ1, λ2

)
dSi

= 0 ⇒ SX
ij +

λ2σxij + dXij
2λ1

= 0 (30)

where, σxij
=

|σxi
−σxj |

σxi
σxj

. Finally, the overall objective func- 28

tion is presented in (31) upon reorganizing (31) in vector form 29

as in [28], [34], [59]. 30

J = min
Si

∥∥∥∥∥Si +
λ2σxij

+ dXij
2λ1

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

 (31)

Later, (31) is minimized to determine the regularization 31

parameters using the Lagrangian multipliers introduced in (32) 32

(with in detail derivation presented in Appendix - B) 33

L (Si, η1, β) =
1
2

∥∥∥∥Si +
λ2σxij

+dX
ij

2λ1

∥∥∥∥2
2

−η1

 n∑
i=1

eSi

n∑
i=1

eSi

− 1

− βT
i Si

(32)
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η1, β ≥ 0 are the Lagrangian multipliers. Solving (32) with1

respect to SX
i , η1, β results in (33)- (35).2

dL
dSij

= 0 ⇒ Si +
λ2σxij

+dX
ij

2λ1

−η1

 n∑
j=1

eSi

n∑
j=1

eSi

1− eSi

n∑
j=1

eSi

− β = 0
(33)

dL

dη1
= 0 ⇒

n∑
j=1

eSi

n∑
j=1

eSi

= 1 (34)

dL

dβi
= 0 ⇒ Si = 0 (35)

Finally, the optimal SX
ij in (36) is determined upon satis-3

fying the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions [28], [34],4

[59].5

SX
ij =

(
−
λ2σxij

+ dXij
2λ1

+ η1

(
n− 1

n2

))
+

(36)

The resulting dense SX
ij is made sparse by selecting the6

first k closest neighbors from the unlabeled FVs while the7

remaining FVs are made zeros. To achieve this, the elements8

in dXij are sorted in ascending order, and the top k elements9

are selected followed by LP in the later stages.This process is10

mathematically stated in (37), (38)11

SX
ik = −

(
λ2σxik

+ dXik
2λ1

)
+ η1

(
n− 1

n2

)
> 0 (37)

12

SX
ik+1 = −

(
λ2σxik+1

+ dXik+1

2λ1

)
+ η1

(
n− 1

n2

)
≤ 0 (38)

Subsequently η1 is calculated as in (39) with the constraint13

that the row-wise sum is equal to 1.14

η1 =
n2

k (n− 1)

1 +
k∑

j=1

(
dXij + λ2σxij

)
2λ1

 (39)

Substituting (35) in ((33)) results in (40)15

Si = 0 ⇒ η1

(
n− 1

n2

)
−

(
λ2σxij + dXij

2λ1

)
= 0 (40)

Later substitution of η1 in (40) yields the regularizing constant16

λ1 in equation (41), with λ2 evaluated using the relation λ2 =17

1− λ1 and is presented in (42).18

λ1 =

k
(
dXij + σxij

)
−

k∑
j=1

(
dXij + σxij

)
2 + kσxij

−
k∑

j=1

σxij

(41)

19

λ2 =

2 + 2

(
kσxij

−
k∑

j=1

σxij

)
+

(
kdXij −

k∑
j=1

dXij

)

2 + kσxij −
k∑

j=1

σxij

(42)

Finally, the optimal similarity matrix SX
ij is realized in (43). 1

SX
ij =


k∑

j=1
dXij−kdXij+λ2

(
k∑

j=1
σxij

−kσxij

)
+2λ1

2kλ1
, for j ≤ k

0, elsewhere

(43)

The information of labeled nodes along with the member- 2

ship values of graph edges is captured in the SX
ij . The labels for 3

unlabeled FVs are derived from transferring label information 4

from labeled data based on their closest immediate neighbors, 5

followed by the secondary neighbors using the constructed 6

IFG. 7

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 8

The efficacy of the DFFGL model is studied using the 9

F1−score (Harmonic mean of precision and recall) by con- 10

ducting tests on different English text datasets. 11

A. Experimental Setup and Dataset Description 12

The DFFGL framework is evaluated for DI and LP to de- 13

termine their applicability and reliability utilizing diverse 14

text corpora. Accordingly, various datasets utilized in this 15

work along with the number of documents and categories 16

are tabulated in Table II. Herein, the first six corpora are

TABLE II
DATASET DESCRIPTION FOR DI AND TC

Text Collection Files Classes
News on Web (NOW) 768 4
Global Web-based English (GloWbE) 440 4
Corona Virus 1560 4
iWeb 1040 5
TV 540 5
The Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA) and
British National Corpus (BNC)

960 8

Computer Science Technical Reports (CSTR) 299 4
Foreign Broadcast Information
Service (FBIS)

2463 17

Ohsumed 0 (Oh0) 1003 10
Ohsumed 5 (Oh5) 918 10
Ohsumed 10 (Oh10) 1050 10
Ohsumed 15 (Oh15) 913 10
Ohsumed 7400 23
Reuters 0 (Re0) 1504 13
Reuters 1 (Re1) 1657 25
Reuters 8 (R8) 7674 8
Reuters 52 (R52) 9100 52
Syskill Webbert 334 4
Text Retrieval Conference 11 (TREC 11) 414 9
Text Retrieval Conference 12 (TREC 12) 313 8
Text Retrieval Conference 21 (TREC 21) 336 6
20 Newsgroups 20000 20
Movie Review (MR) 10662 2

17

from English text corpora [60] with two different varieties 18

of English specifically utilized to test the proposed DI model. 19

The remaining 17 text corpora obtained from diverse domains 20
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encompassing various categories are employed for LP investi-1

gations. In the context of LP, the experiments are carried out by2

varying the number of labeled FVs as {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}3

for 20 newsgroup collections and {1, 5, 10, 20, 30} for the4

remaining corpora with k (nearest neighbors) varying with5

the unlabeled FVs. Also, the regularization parameters are6

optimally determined using the Lagrangian function making7

this model more adaptive than the existing LP models [36].8

For relative composition with K-Means and KNND [36],9

the thresholds are manually fixed with k ranging between10

values ranging from [1 17] and for LP-PUL it is set to11

3+ (4× p) ∀p ∈ [0, 1, ...., 7] with the hyperparameter α se-12

quentially varying as {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. Experiments13

were conducted by recording the averaged F1−score of 1014

runs over 5 random splits selecting different labeled documents15

in each trail.16

B. Baselines17

To test the applicability of DFFGL, the framework utilizes18

the following baselines consisting of both black-box and19

transparent models for relative analysis:20

• HG-BERT [61]: Novel hierarchical graph-based TC inte-21

grated with BERT, excelled in contextual embedding and22

providing complex relationships.23

• TextFCG+BERT [62]: Merged TextFCG with BERT by24

fusing contextual information for TC.25

• TextFCG [62]: The constructed comprehensive text graph26

enhanced GNNs efficiency by addressing transductive27

learning limits.28

• CGA2TC [63]: Captured word relationships via con-29

trastive learning, and adaptive augmentation to escalate30

model’s robustness.31

• TextSSL [64]: The sparse structure learning model ad-32

dressed inductive TC challenges.33

• LP-PUL [36]: Graph-based PUL excelled in semi-34

supervised TC and outperformed vector space models.35

• TextQGNN [65]: Learnt graph representations in Quater-36

nion Space, and performed TC using TextING.37

• BERT + GAT [66]: Blended BERT with GAT that cap-38

tured word relationships using graphs for TC.39

• T-VGAE [67]: Captured structural information of text by40

leveraging topic models and variational autoencoders.41

• DHTG [68]: Constructed a dynamic hierarchical topic42

graph, based on document topic modeling.43

• HyperGAT [69]: Hypergraphs employed dual attention44

for efficient feature extraction assisting TC.45

• TextING [70]: Performed inductive TC via dynamic46

graph construction with sliding windows.47

• TextING-M [70]: Unlike TextING, this modified frame-48

work constructed a large graph for the whole corpus and49

generated the word embeddings.50

• K-Means [36]: Non-parametric, clustering-based, bound-51

ary method for graph structuring and LP.52

• K-NN Density [36]: Non-parametric, density-based,53

nearest-neighbor approach for graph structuring and LP.54

• TextGCN [71]: Utilized pre-trained word embeddings,55

and applied GCN layers for graph structuring with node56

information.57

• PU-LP [36]: A graph-based PU learning with Katz index, 1

excelled with limited positive labels. 2

• RC-SVM [36]: A novel approach for classifying unla- 3

beled documents using Rocchio and SVM. 4

C. Relative Analysis 5

The proposed framework is evaluated in two scenarios for 6

DI and LP on various datasets. Research on DI or Dialect 7

Classification has extensively explored local languages or 8

regional dialects, while studies specifically focusing on AE 9

and BE dialects within International English are scarce. This 10

work addressed this gap by introducing dialectic features and 11

its self-analysis in Terms of ROC parameters is presented in 12

Table III. 13

TABLE III
AVERAGED ROC METRICS OF THE PROPOSED DI MODEL ON 6 DIVERSE

ENGLISH CORPORA

Corpus # Files Precision Recall Accuracy F1−Score
NOW 768 82.17 87.81 92.67 84.90

GloWbE 440 93.27 86.02 95.83 89.50
Coronavirus 1560 96.97 90.18 97.53 93.45

iWeb 1040 94.15 93.35 98.91 93.75
TV 540 91.27 94.23 96.68 92.73

COCA-BNC 960 89.34 90.13 95.56 89.73
Average 89.20 90.79 96.19 90.74

As seen in Table III, it is clear that the introduced DI 14

model distinguishes the two English dialects efficiently as 15

witnessed in the averaged F1−score greater than 90%. These 16

higher metrics are owed to the developed language model 17

that efficiently merges the syntactic and semantic structure 18

of the text into the FV. However, this self-analysis is further 19

supported by a relative analysis with two other DI approaches 20

in Table IV.

TABLE IV
RELATIVE ANALYSIS OF DI ON BNC & COCA CORPORA

Method Features Classifier Accuracy
Method 1 [7] TFIDF + Dictionary SVM 92.1

Method 2 [30] N − grams MNB 79.4
Method 3 (Proposed) L1 Model (Eqn. 16) DFFGL 95.56
# Bold corresponds to best.

21

From Table IV, it is evident that DFFGL efficiency super- 22

sedes its predecessors which are mainly due to the usage 23

of the language model L1 and the DFFGL. Particularly, 24

MTFIDF and PoS-tagged N − grams in feature extraction 25

are highly responsible for the accuracy improvement over the 26

conventional TFIDF and N − grams-based features. Overall, 27

upon observing Table III and Table IV it is evident that DFFGL 28

promises distinction of ABE varieties accurately. 29

Similarly, the experimental evaluation of the DFFGL for 30

class labeling is compared with different LP algorithms [36]. 31

The experimental results for the proposed model along with its 32

predecessors are relatively visualized and displayed in Fig. 5 33

(the quantitative analysis of the same using a Table is presented 34

in Supplementary Materials). 35
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Fig. 5. Performance Evaluation of DFFGL for Class Labeling on Diverse Corpora

DFFGL outperforms its predecessors except for a few text1

collections as witnessed in Fig. 5, even when the the labeled2

FVs are 1. This dominance is owed to the MTFIDF-based3

FVs that were assigned higher weights to the less frequent4

terms when compared to frequent terms. As noticed in Fig.5

5, peers achieved less F1−score if the number of labeled6

samples is one whereas DFFGL dominates even in this case for7

almost 10 text datasets. Moreover, this superiority sustains for8

the cases comprising the number of labeled FVs greater than9

one which is attributed to the elastic net-based regularization10

that had correlated similar data categories thereby escalating11

LP’s performance. Furthermore, dXij assists in decorrelating12

the interclass text thereby, recording supreme accuracies in13

comparison with its competitors. To demonstrate DFFGL’s14

flexibility and reliability, the analysis is extended to large15

corpora [61], [71] and is compared with graph networks, and16

BERT models to demonstrate DFFGL’s efficacy. Accordingly,17

the average accuracy of five random cross-foldings of unla-18

beled data is reported in Table VI.19

It is apparent from Table VI, that DFFGL’s accuracy is con-20

sistent in large corpora and in both binary and multiclass, when21

compared with recent graph representational learning utilizing22

convolutional networks, and transformer-based models. This is23

attributed to the structuring of IFG utilizing the introduced cost24

function regularized by elastic nets. Also, the dialectic features25

extracted utilizing the introduced word dictionary helped in26

distinguishing the interclass FVs with ease and made the27

framework surpass its competitors.28

Overall, from Table III to Table VI, it is inferred that DF-29

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DFFGL FOR CLASS LABELING ON

LARGE CORPORA

Method Year Ohsumed R8 R52 MR 20 NG
DFFGL (Proposed) - 76.5 93.6 95.3 91.6 95.02
HG-BERRT 2023 74.87 98.75 94.11 89.3 93.71
Text-FCG + BERT 2023 74.08 95.43 91.63 87.19 85.67
Text-FCG 2023 66.51 84.36 82.91 78.68 78.46
CGA2TC 2022 70.62 97.76 94.47 77.8 79.94
TextSSL 2022 70.16 90.34 86.54 82.94 81.5
TextQGNN 2021 69.93 97.02 94.45 78.93 -
BERT + GAT 2021 71.09 92.12 89.04 85.31 83.49
T-VGAE 2021 68.46 88.08 85.15 81.88 80.28
DHTG 2020 68.8 97.33 93.93 77.21 -
HyperGAT 2020 68.87 88.41 85.44 81.97 80.36
TextING 2020 70.35 90.53 86.57 83.23 81.61
TextING-M 2020 70.44 90.88 86.94 83.52 81.62
TextGCN 2019 68.36 97.07 93.56 76.74 86.34
# Bold corresponds to best.

FGL, consistently categorized the text documents from diverse 1

characteristic text corpora is owed to the introduced three- 2

fold feature extraction. Moreover, the introduced FDM and the 3

formulated objective function with elastic net regularization 4

helped in correlating the intraclass features with distanced 5

interclass FVs. To support these statements an ablation study is 6

conducted to validate the feature extraction with familiar SVM 7

classifier and graph-based models presented in Table VII. 8

To showcase the impact of dialectic feature actions and 9

their absence on DFFGL performance the above ablation study 10

was conducted and the results are tabulated in Table VII, 11
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TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDY FOR LP WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE EXTRACTION

METHODS (F1−SCORE)

Dataset
SVM LP via CG LP via FG

TFIDF MTFIDF Dialectic TFIDF MTFIDF Dialectic TFIDF MTFIDF Dialectic
FBIS 85.5 87.4 90 87 88.6 90.7 86.2 91.2 95.8
Oh0 90.9 92.7 95.8 89.6 86.8 87.3 85.1 94.5 99.8
Re0 84.2 87.3 92.8 87.9 89.7 93.7 88.3 93 99.5
Re1 80.4 78.3 88.9 85.2 89.4 92.7 86.7 93.9 95.7
Re8 92.4 93.6 94.1 88.8 92.5 93 82.4 92.3 93.6
Re52 90.6 91.2 92.8 85.4 87.8 91.6 89.2 96.2 95.3
TR11 77 85.9 87.3 84.5 88.3 92.5 89.4 94.1 97
TR21 70.4 80.8 89.2 81.9 91 95.2 84.6 92.9 95.7
20NG 93 88.2 91.5 87.3 85.1 90.2 85.1 89.4 93.2
MR 93.5 86.6 88.4 78.7 84.6 89.2 87.3 88.3 90.6

# Bold corresponds to best.

wherein the F1−scores of 3 different classifiers are validated1

with conventional TFIDF, the proposed MTFIDF and Dialectic2

features. From Table VII, it is hierarchically witnessed that3

Dialectic features superseded the MTFIDF followed by TFIDF4

across 10 datasets, except for the movie review dataset. This is5

likely because reviews primarily express sentiment rather than6

dialect, thereby witnessing a slight decline in the recorded7

F1−score by DFFGL. Also, the F1−score obtained by DF-8

FGL using FG is ahead of the crisper version irrespective of9

the features, which is attributed to the novel cosine-similarity-10

based FDM and the elastic net-tuned optimization in fuzzy11

space.12

In addition to extracted features, the proposed similarity13

measure also influences classifier performance. To analyze14

this impact, a DFFGL graph is constructed for each dataset15

containing 30 known labels per class using the proposed and16

traditional similarity measures, and the accomplishments are17

stated in Table VIII.

TABLE VII
ABLATION STUDY FOR LP WITH DIFFERENT SIMILARITY MEASURES

(F1−SCORE)

Datasets Cosine Similarity FDM
FBIS 90.7 95.8
Oh0 93.4 99.8
Re0 91.8 99.5
Re1 90.3 95.7
Re8 86.2 93.6

Re52 91.6 95.3
TR11 94.5 97
TR21 93 95.7
20NG 88.2 93.2
MR 93.7 90.6

# Bold corresponds to best.

18

It is witnessed from Table VIII, that FDM enhanced the19

performance of DFFGL by 4.5% when compared with cosine20

similarity-based DFFGL. This is attributed to the squared21

distance incorporated in the distance metric that ensured the22

closeness of nearest neighbors in the vicinity and distanced23

the non-neighbors thereby, enhancing its discerning capacity.24

Further, to evaluate the performance improvements between25

model combinations (feature extractors with different clas-26

sifiers), the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a significance27

level of α = 0.05 is performed for pair-wise analysis. This28

test identifies statistically significant differences between the29

performance of the two classifiers based on their paired results 1

which are tabulated in Table IX. 2

From the statistical analysis, presented in Table IX, it is 3

evident that the proposed DFFGL framework achieves the best 4

performance. Also, when operated using the traditional cosine 5

similarity it is ranked 5th. This highlights the positive impact 6

of the proposed cosine-based fuzzy similarity measure. Addi- 7

tionally, all DFFGL-based combinations outperform TFIDF- 8

based classifiers, demonstrating the combined effectiveness 9

of the proposed feature extraction and fuzzy-based similarity 10

measure. 11

Also, to justify the adoption of 5-fold cross-validation, 12

herein the tests are conducted on 4 diverse datasets by varying 13

K values {3, 5, 7, 9, 10} and is presented in Table X. 14

Upon analysis from the above table, it is witnessed that 15

the DFFGL’s performance is consistent for different folds. 16

However, the change in the value of ‘K’ impacts time com- 17

plexity. Also, each test is run 10 times to ensure consis- 18

tency in F1−scores even in smaller datasets. Based on the 19

investigations and to have a better trade-off between models’ 20

performance and computational burden 5-fold is chosen as 21

optimum. 22

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 23

The realization complexity of DFFGL is better understood by 24

noting the incurred computations along the time, and space 25

dimensions using the Big O notation. Generally, the total 26

time and space complexities are arrived at by summing up all 27

the intermediate computations performed at different stages 28

involved in the DFFGL formulation in DI and TC as stated in 29

(44). 30

Ttotal =

n∑
i=1

Ti ≃ max (Ti) (44)

where Ti is the computational time required for each block 31

and Ttotal is approximated to the maximum time required in 32

all the individual stages. 33

A. Time Complexity 34

The time complexity of DFFGL is analytically modeled by 35

decomposing it into individual steps. Initially, a few key 36

parameters are assumed to characterize the dataset size (n), 37

word counts in text files (ω) with average sentence length (L), 38

and word dictionary size (d) . 39

1) Preprocessing: Case folding, stop/short/long word re- 40

moval, and tokenization, exhibit linear complexity based on 41

the text length given as O (ω)when considering the entire 42

corpus the complexity rises to 5×O (nω). Additionally, PoS 43

tagging incurs O (nωL) operations owing to the influence of 44

L. Therefore, the preprocessing complexity is the sum of the 45

time required across six stages and is given in (45). 46

TPreprocess ≃ max {5×O (nω) , O (nωL)} ≃ O (nωL)
(45)
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TABLE VIII
WILCOXON’S SIGNED-RANK TEST

SVM
TFIDF

SVM
MTFIDF

SVM
Dialectic

CG
TFIDF

CG
MTFIDF

CG
Dialectic

FG
TFIDF

FG
MTFIDF

FG
Dialectic
(DFFGL)

FG
Cosine

Similarity
Rank

SVM
TFIDF

1 0.908 0.984 0.541 0.821 0.949 0.581 0.982 0.995 0.967 7

SVM
MTFIDF

0.111 1 0.998 0.063 0.620 0.979 0.380 0.996 0.997 0.978 6

SVM
Dialectic

0.021 0.003 1 0.003 0.026 0.620 0.005 0.889 0.997 0.581 4

CG
TFIDF

0.500 0.949 0.998 1 0.979 0.997 0.730 0.998 0.998 0.996 10

CG
MTFIDF

0.207 0.419 0.979 0.026 1 0.998 0.077 0.997 0.998 0.979 8

CG
Dialectic

0.063 0.026 0.419 0.004 0.003 1 0.003 0.730 0.998 0.390 3

FG
TFIDF

0.459 0.658 0.996 0.305 0.939 0.998 1 0.998 0.998 0.998 9

FG
MTFIDF

0.023 0.005 0.131 0.003 0.004 0.305 0.003 1 0.997 0.063 2

FG
Dialectic
(DFFGL)

0.007 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 1 0.007 1

FG
Cosine

Similarity
0.042 0.029 0.459 0.005 0.026 0.663 0.003 0.949 0.995 1 5

TABLE IX
ABLATION FOR K-FOLD VALIDATIONS

Datasets K = 3 K = 5 K = 7 K = 9 K = 10

FBIS 93.7363 95.7296 96.783 96.5198 95.8977
Oh0 97.7807 99.2765 95.9004 94.6609 93.2624
Re8 99.2527 99.3332 99.4914 99.3749 99.3933

TR11 96.7055 97.8688 99.7899 99.6867 99.7135
Average CPU

runtime (in sec)
30.36 52.49 98.6 143.5 190.7

2) Language Model (L1): The language model L1 fuses the1

unique FVs from MTFIDF and hybrid Nh−grams vectorizers.2

Initially, MTFIDF segregates words into HF and LF terms3

requiring O (ω + b) time for each file, and when considering4

the corpus it scales to O (nω + b), where b is the unique word5

count. Further, LF is decomposed into LF1 and LF2 which6

requires O (nlf ), operations with lf being the number of LF7

terms. On the whole MTF extraction requires O (n (ω + b))+8

O (n (lf )) time. Finally, MTFIDF results in the complexity9

given in (46).10

TMTFIDF = O (n (ω + b+ lf )× log (n (ω + b+ lf )))
(46)

Similarly, the complexity in obtaining hybrid N − grams is11

the sum of the time required for extracting N − grams and12

PoS-tagging as presented in (47)13

TNh−grams = O (nω) +O (nωL) (47)

Overall, the feature extraction time complexity using the14

language model L1 is given in (49).15

TL1
= max {TMTFIDF , TNh−grams} (48)

TL1 = O (n (ω + b+ lf )× log (n (ω + b+ lf ))) (49)

3) DI & Dialectic Feature Extraction: Upon extraction of 1

L1 features, DI is performed by comparing them with features 2

derived from a predefined word dictionary, resulting in a 3

complexity as in (50). 4

TDI ≃ max {TL1 , TWDAE
, TWDAE

, Tcomparison} (50)

At the onset, the dictionary feature extraction incurs a time 5

complexity of O (nωLd), for the entire corpus and it dou- 6

bles for AE and BE dictionaries.Subsequently, the extracted 7

dictionary features are compared with L1 features that incur 8

a quadratic time complexity of O
(
n2
)
. Hence, the overall 9

complexity involved in DI is presented in (51). 10

TDI = O
(
n2
)

(51)

Upon DI, the dialectical feature extraction using the lan- 11

guage model L2 incurs a computational time stated in (52). 12

TL2
≃ max {TL1

, Tdict}
13

TL2 = O (n (ω + b+ lf )× log (n (ω + b+ lf ))) (52)

4) FG construction & LP: Upon dialectic feature ex- 14

traction, the process constructs the initial graph using the 15

distance metric to assess the FV similarity which requires 16

O(n2m) (m ≪ n - representing the number of FV ele- 17

ments)computations for the entire dataset X and is reduced to 18

O(k2m) by considering the optimized k nearest FVs. Accord- 19

ingly, overall time complexity involved in graph structuring is 20

presented in (53). 21

TFG ≃ O(n2m) +O(k2m) = O(n2m) (53)
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Therefore the total time complexity involved in DFFGL is the1

sum of all the individual computations performed at each stage2

and is mathematically presented in (54).3

Ttotal ≃ max {TPreprocess, TL1 , TL2 , TDI , TFG} = O
(
n2m

)
(54)

Further to showcase DFFGL’s implementation simplicity,4

relative time complexity analysis with the latest contempo-5

raries is presented in Table XI.

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF TIME COMPLEXITIES OF DIFFERENT METHODS

Methodology Computational Complexity

NNSG [35] O


(

n3 +max
{
n3, n2c

}
+iN3

)
t+

(ndc) +

(
2d2n+ d3

+n2d+ n3

)


LPSGL [33] O
(
max

{
n2, k3

}
t
)

GNMFLD [33] O
(
t (mnk) + n2m+ lk

)
PUL [36] O(n2 logn)

SSC-NGC [32] O
(
t2

(
N3 +N2n+Nn2

+n3 + t1nc2

))
DFFGL (Proposed) O

(
n2m

)
;m≪ n

6

The complexities revealed in Table X justify DFFGL’s7

simplicity and with flexibility surpasses its current and con-8

temporary competitors thereby outlining the suitability of this9

model for real-time TC.10

B. Space Complexity11

Similar to the time complexity, the space complexity in12

realizing DDFGL is also evaluated across all stages. In the first13

stage, the feature extraction process requires a maximum of14

O (nω) space. Likewise, for determining TFIDF features, the15

same amount of space is required and finally in the third stage16

for storing FDM, O
(
n2
)

space is required. So, the overall17

space requirement for the proposed work is given in (55)18

Stotal = O(nω) +O
(
n2
)

Stotal ≈ O
(
n2
)

(55)

Even though the assessed time and space complexity in19

(54) and (55) are in quadratic order, they are considerably20

smaller than their counterparts. Alongside the computational21

efficiencies, the technique does not risk classification accuracy,22

making it more suitable for real-time data categorization.23

Overall from the analyzed complexities it is understood that24

DFFGL is relatively simpler in realization incurring minimal25

time and space when compared with its competitors.26

C. Interpretability Analysis27

Finally, the model’s fairness in concluding the arrived deci-28

sions is assessed in terms of the interpretability I index [22],29

[28] on diverse text corpora given in (56).30

I = 1− CF (56)

Where CF =
Crules+CFS+Cinputs

3 represents the overall 1

fuzzy complexity which is completely dependent on FG struc- 2

turing, characterized by the number of fuzzy rules and sets 3

reducing CF to (57) 4

CF =
Crules + CFS

2
(57)

Wherein Crules = 1
Trules

(with Trules = n(n−1)
2 ) is the 5

complexity associated with the number of rules executing 6

sequentially, and CFS = fsi
Tfs

(with Tfs = n) is the fraction of 7

the total number of fuzzy sets called at a time. By considering 8

these factors, and utilizing 2 fuzzy sets at a time, CF is finally 9

reorganized in (58) 10

CF =
2

n2−n + 2
n

2
11

CF =
n2 − n+ n

n3 − n2
(58)

To better understand FGLPs reliability and expressiveness, 12

the developed interpretability measure is examined on 4 13

datasets and presented in Table XII.

TABLE XI
INTERPRETABILITY ANALYSIS

S. No. Dataset # FVs CF I
1 CSTR 299 0.175 0.825
2 Oh0 1003 0.090 0.909
3 Oh5 918 0.033 0.966
4 Oh10 1050 0.013 0.986

14

From Table XII, it is evident that the interpretability in- 15

volved in FG structuring is highly dependent on dataset dimen- 16

sions. Furthermore, the elastic net-based optimization ensured 17

optimal similarity learning by considering the nearest k FVs 18

and neglecting n−k FVs that add to DFFGL’s interpretability 19

that enhanced the fairness in LP. 20

VI. CONCLUSION 21

This research adopted a simple yet adaptable FG-based model 22

for DI and LP. One of the key features of this contribution is 23

the feature extraction methodology that helps in formulating 24

a language model predicting the dialect of the given text. 25

Also, the MTFIDF coupled with the cosine-based weighting 26

scheme generated the best textual features. Moreover, the 27

construction of the FDM detects graph edges that remain a 28

significant contribution of this LP model in structuring the 29

IFG. Later, for interclass separability, the newly framed elastic 30

net-based cost function employing the SoftMax activation 31

function renders broader data deviations and facilitates TC. 32

Rigorous experiments on English text corpora reveal that 33

the intended DI model efficiently distinguishes ABE dialects 34

owing to the constructed word dictionary. Specifically, DFFGL 35

F1−Score improvement of 14% over the recent competitors’ 36

transformer/deep learning models examined on diverse text 37

corpora discloses its superior efficiency and consistency. Fur- 38

thermore, the complexity and interpretability analysis strongly 39

supports its suitability for real-time applications without sacri- 40

ficing its performance at a maximum fairness of 98%. Despite 41
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the remarkable performance, the DFFGL F1−score declines1

in cases where the inputted text has typos leading to either out-2

of-vocabulary words or changes to different contexts hindering3

the effectiveness of the extracted features. These issues can4

be addressed by correcting the spelling by proper usage of5

PoS-Tagged N −grams in the pre-processing stage. Likewise,6

longer documents with increased word count lead to higher FV7

length, impacting computational complexity. Hence, necessi-8

tating the exploration of suitable Dimensionality reduction or9

feature selection, or graph embedding techniques and remains10

the future scope of this work.11
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